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Drink...

Everything about Château Rayas defies 
the conventions of Châteauneuf-du-Pape 
– yet it remains the definitive reference 
for the appellation. Châteauneuf is 
famous for two main reasons: allowing a 
blend of 13 different grape varieties, and 
having south-facing vineyards carpeted 
in distinctive large, smooth stones known 
as galets. 

But Rayas is made from a single variety 
– grenache – grown on north-facing 
sandy soils. The winemaker is famously 
secretive, never promoting the wine 
and rarely granting access to the winery. 
Those that do step inside those hallowed 
walls discover an ancient, cobwebbed 
cellar that looks like it hasn’t changed in 
decades, or even centuries – and which 
breaks every rule of hygiene in the book.

Yet the wine – made in a staunchly 
traditional method to capture the essence 
of this legendary region – speaks for itself.

The style is full-bodied, high in 
alcohol and with high but rounded 
tannins, alongside very intense, 
concentrated fruit flavours. 

Accordingly, it is a very long-lived 
wine, and the best vintages of Rayas 
can age for many decades. As that 
rich primary fruit fades, an expressive 
earthy character emerges, often 
described in French as sous bois – 
which means undergrowth. 

Thanks to low yields and high 
demand, Châteauneuf-du-Pape is never 
cheap – and discounted bottles sold 
in supermarkets (often at Christmas 
time) are nearly always underwhelming 
imitations of the real thing.  

Rayas itself always costs hundreds,  
if not thousands, of pounds a bottle, 
but there are ways of finding similar 
styles at much lower prices – see my 
recommendations for suggestions.

This month Richard Hemming 
discovers one of France’s most famous 
reds, Châteauneuf-du-Pape, from the 
near-mythical estate of Château Rayas
The PerfecT case, ParT 12: châTeau rayas

Guigal 2015 côtes du rhône 
(£11.99 Waitrose, Ocado)
The famous Guigal family has only recently purchased an estate in 
Châteauneuf-du-Pape (called Château de Nalys) but they’ve been 
making this stalwart entry-level Rhône for decades. The 2015 vintage 
was excellent quality and it shows, giving much of the richness and 
power of Châteauneuf at a far more affordable price.

château rayas 1990 châteauneuf-du-Pape
(£2,090 Hedonism)
A legendary vintage across France, 1990 brought hot weather that 
blessed the southern Rhône with optimal ripeness. As usual, Rayas 
were among the last to harvest, ensuring that their grapes could 
absorb every last molecule of sunshine. The result is inevitably 
powerful and heady, with huge body and luscious, captivating 
sweet red fruit that is still fresh even at this age. A marvel.

château de Beaucastel, coudoulet de Beaucastel 2015 côtes du rhône
(£23.75 Philglass & Swiggot)
Known to wine lovers simply as Coudoulet, this is a Châteauneuf-du-
Pape in everything but name. It is made by a renowned Châteauneuf 
producer from a vineyard that lies just outside the boundary 
of the appellation. In all other ways – soil, grapes, production 
– it is equivalent, and might cost double the price if labelled as 
Châteauneuf. It tastes rich, soft, lengthy and warming – fantastic.

À la maison

On the menu next month: 
Chocolate financiers, citrus

streusel and candied orange peel  

Eat...

extracted from 
Just a french Guy 
cooking by alexis 

Gabriel aïnouz 
(Quadrille, £15) 
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PiCTuRe-PeRFeCT 
eggs meuReTTe 

•	 2 glasses of full-bodied red wine

•	 350ml (1½ cups) beef stock

•	 1 tbsp brown sugar

•	 1 tbsp oil

•	 6 small shallots or the white parts 
of spring onions (scallions), halved

•	 175g (6oz) lardons

•	 175g (6oz) button 
mushrooms, quartered

•	 2 tbsp butter mashed with 1 
tbsp plain (all-purpose) flour

•	 salt and pepper

•	 a dash of vinegar

•	 4 mega-fresh eggs

•	 5 slices of bread

•	 1 large garlic clove, halved

•	 a few chive stems

A traditional dish made with a sauce 
from Burgundy that, without doubt, 
has THE most traditional cuisine in 
France, which incidentally is THE 
most traditional country when it 
comes to cooking. And ME, what do 
I do? I cheat the thing. Am I crazy? 
Perhaps... but what the hell, it’s so 
good!

Put the wine and stock in a saucepan over 
a medium heat, add the sugar and simmer 
until the liquid has reduced by half. 

If you want to have a bit of fun (and you 
know how to do this sort of thing safely), 
flambé the wine.  

In the meantime, heat the oil in a pan 
and fry the halved shallots or spring onions, 
the lardons and mushrooms for about 10 
minutes. When the wine and stock have 
reduced, whisk in the butter and flour 
mixture until you have a smooth and shiny 
sauce. Season with salt and pepper. Taste 
and adjust the seasoning, if necessary.

Bring a saucepan of water, with a dash of 
vinegar added, to a gentle boil. Break one 
egg into a ramekin and slide it gently into 
the water. Repeat with the other 3 eggs and 
leave to cook for 3 minutes, turning the eggs 
over carefully. Drain the eggs from the pan 
using a slotted spoon and place on a sheet 
of kitchen paper (paper towel).

Toast the bread slices. Rub one slice with 
the cut sides of the garlic clove and cut into 
small croûtons. Place an egg on top of each 
of the remaining slices and spoon over the 
onions, lardons, mushrooms, the sauce and 
the croûtons. Snip some chives into short 
lengths with scissors, scatter a few on top of 
each serving – and that’s it!

ingRedienTs
Serves 4
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